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Features
Optimal reception range
ZeusPro provides an up to 2X times increased
coverage area by focusing the Wi-Fi reception range
By using 2 ZeusPro you can double the original coverage
area over 360 degrees.

Connection speed
ZeusPro increases Wi-Fi connection speed
by reducing interferences at the installation premises.

Online Gaming
ZeusPro reduces lags and disconnections.

RC Vehicles
ZeusPro increases RC transmitter and receiver signal. 

Easy to use
ZeusPro is easy to use. No app or software is required.
You only need to place ZeusPro on top of the antenna
and point it towards the desired area.

Sophisticated design
Designed by Mizeus, ZeusPro has a sophisticated
and elegant design. It is built with a special non-metallic
clip that does not interfere with the perfection of its
parabolic metal reflector.

Security
By pointing ZeusPro to your private area, you can
secure your wireless network so you and your family
can use Internet safely and securely.
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Metal reflector

Plastic antenna clip

Your ZeusPro
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Installation
Caution

Install ZeusPro on external antenna only.

Make sure ZeusPro is installed correctly.

Make sure your router supports 2.4Ghz as 
this product is made for 2.4Ghz.



Installation

I. First Step

     Unbox the necessary components.
     1. Metal Reflector
     2. Plastic Clip

II. Assembly

      Connect the Plastic clip by pushing it
      from top to bottom on the metal part.
      You may need to apply pressure to the
      sides of the plastic part for smooth assembly.



Installation

III. Positioning

       After installing the plastic part, it can be freely
       placed on the metal reflector to match
       the desired antenna.

IV. Mounting

      Place ZeusPro on the router antenna by
      using the plastic clip to hold it. Insert it from
      top to bottom or directly to the antenna. 
      Please make sure that the antenna is located in the
      center of the reflector. The ZeusPro should be
      located in       located in the middle of the antenna for best results.



Installation

V. Aiming

     If you use a router that has one antenna you can
     amplify the range to 180 deg  half around the
     access point and 2 times further to each direction.
     It is recommended to use ZeusPro on all access point
     antennas.You can change the amplified direction
     by simply panning ZeusP     by simply panning ZeusPro to other area.

Specification

General

    Dimensions: 25.5 x120x66 mm
    Weight: 40gr.

Network

    Protocol supported: Wifi (IEEE802.11a/b/g/n/ac)
    Frequency: 2.4Ghz


